travel guide

Cloud9 With Catherine

are we?
WHO

We are the specialist
experience creators.

#TheCloudNineCollection

We truly believe magical
moments are what create our
holidays: not the venue or
location. We strive at designing
holidays which enhance and
compliment the basic package
deals and ensure experiences
which create lasting memoires
are included within every sale.
Memories are priceless and
that is the aim of our service.

choose us?

Save Time: we'll do the hard search for
you. Give us a rough idea of what you
desire and we'll go away and design it
for you.

No Service Fee: we don't charge a
penny for our service and always aim to
exceed client expectations.

We care: we want you to have the best
experience both on your holiday and
when booking it!

You will receive a special care package
through the post after your booking
alongside your dream trip to paradise.

#TheCloudNineCollection

WHY

services

OUR

Honeymoons & Mini-moons

Solo Traveller Tours

Family Holidays

Disney Holidays

Honeymoons

on cloud nine

Whether its turquoise seas brushing along
miles & miles of white sand, or cosy, cold
nights under the Northern Lights. We can
create however you vision paradise.

Save Time: we'll do the hard search for
you. Give us a rough idea of what you
desire and we'll go away and design it for
you.
Stress Free: you're the boss whatever you want, we'll find it and
deliver it to the best standard for
you. Focus on your big day, we've
got the honeymoon sorted.
No Service Fee: we'll act as your
honeymoon planner for no charge
at all!

Mini-Moons

Relax and tan..

Wedding planning can be stressful: as
your big day approaches, have you
thought about a mid-week getaway to a
luxury spa retreat alongside some
vitamin D to gain that natural sun glow
for your special day?
We have designed mini-moons to help
lower the stress levels of the soon to be
married couple and to steal a couple of
days for you and your partner to enjoy
each others company in a beautiful part
of the world.
Also, it's always nice to get away, isn't it?

Beach
Namaste
at the

SEE THE
WORLD

Congratulations on deciding to
commit to the best adventure of
your life. We offer tours all around
the world and for different duration
lengths too. We will have the tour
that's perfect for you!

TR
AV
EL

COLLECT
MEMORIES

Young, free and itching to see all there is
to see? You are in very safe hands! You
will be teamed up with a small group of
like-minded people to explore
extraordinary parts of the world.

WHY

travel solo?
01Time

Time is incredibly precious
and our world is huge there is so much to see with
so little time. Use your years
productively and experience
every culture, see as many
sunsets as possible and
enjoy our planet.

Taking the first step and gaining the
courage to travel alone for the first time
is hard, but it's the most rewarding
experience you'll ever commit to. Along
your journey you'll discover new
elements of yourself, life skills and a
wealth of knowledge. You'll also widen
your network.

03 Push Your Limits
02 Friendships Await
You still haven't felt the
happiest you'll ever feel and
met some of your bestest friends.
The bonds created during a
travelling trip are so unique
because of the extraordinary
path you have taken together.

WHY

trust us?

We value safety over expense. We will ensure you are
always greeted upon arrival by a professional and kept safe.
We also highly value experiences and we only offer tours that
are great value for money and will open you to a world of
opportunity. We also hold an ABTA certificate and are
protected.

We've been you...
"The main reason Cloud9 With Catherine
was set up is because I travelled to America
alone and the agency I used offered me no
guidance. On landing, I found myself in
dangerous situations when trying to
commute to the hostel and there were small
'good to know' tips I hadn't been told about
the cities I stayed in. I pledge to never let any
of my clients travel abroad alone without
knowing everything they need to."

- Catherine

We're all going on a summer holiday

Family

Vay-Kay

Family holidays are incredibly important as its the
best time to bond, build relationships and
make lasting memories.
We offer complete family packages in one place:
accommodation, flights, activities &amusement
park tickets, transfers - everything! We know family
life is busy so we want to save as much time as
possible for you by offering an entire service all in
one place, for a competitive rate too!

#Cloud9WithCatherine

Disney
Dream, Wish, Believe
Disney: Where dreams are made!
Whether you're going all in or just need a
day pass - we can arrange and book all on
your behalf.
We have access to every Disney run
hotel and resort in the world so you're
in safe hands when it comes to Disney and
Cloud9 With Catherine. We are also
Disney certified Specialists!
Before you board the plane, we can also
arrange all your park tickets to keep you
ahead of the crowds and ready for your
day filled with dreams and happiness .

Book Your Free 30 Minute

Consultation
Let's chat!

Whatever the occasion for your vacation,
we want to get it right. Head over to the
website and book in for a free 30 minute
consultation to discuss everything and
anything regarding your holiday plans - we can't
wait to hear them!
www.cloud9withcatherine.co.uk
Alternatively, if are ready to start looking at
prices and know roughly or exactly what you'd
like, fill out a booking form on our website
and we'll get right back to you with a quote!
(Each quote usually contains 3 options).

feet up

Put your

from here

We'll take it

qualified

We're

We are connected to some of the biggest,
leading brands in the travel industry which
is how we are able to deliver great quality
deals at a competitive price.
Here are some of the brands we work with to
complete your packages:

Today

Book

Ready to take the first step towards
paradise?
You have two options: you can either head over
to the webite and book in for a free 30
minute consultation. We will discuss your
desired holiday in more detail and it's a great
chance for you to get to know your agent.
www.cloud9withcatherine.co.uk
Alternatively, you can fill out a booking form on
our website and we'll get right back to you.
bookings@cloud9withcatherine.co.uk

